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Policy Regarding Third-Party Payments Received on Personal Pledges
Background
Development provides FR&A with a monthly listing of new pledges, along with relevant supporting documentation.  The packet is reviewed to identify pledges adequately supported by donor signed agreements which will be recorded as pledges receivable on the University’s books.

When a pledge is made, Development may or may not be aware of the intended source of funds for payment of the pledge.  Development notifies FR&A in the event that pledge payments are made from third parties (eg, foundation or donor-advised fund payments).
Donors are cash-basis taxpayers, thus they may take a personal income tax deduction when they make contributions, not pledges.  On the other hand, donors may be in a position to direct or influence foundations or donor-advised funds to make payments which satisfy their personal pledge obligations.  This could be viewed as self-dealing.  Even though the payment may satisfy a moral obligation or responsibility of the donor, rather than a legal obligation, the payment could still be construed as self-dealing.  The foundation’s payment could be deemed a taxable expenditure subject to excise tax on the self-dealer as well as those who approve the expenditures.
Issue
Upon notification from Development of third party payments, should FR&A adjust pledge information and how so?  Development is concerned with protection of donors and ensuring that the University’s records do not indicate payments were received from foundations or donor-advised funds in satisfaction of a personal obligation of the donor.  The Controller’s Group is additionally concerned about the proper recording of pledges on the University’s books.  

Conclusion
Upon receipt of a 3rd party payment, the University will presume that a donor intends to cancel a portion of his pledge to the extent of the payment received.  The payment should be credited to the actual payer as a new gift.
Implementation
Upon receipt of a 3rd party payment, Development changes the status of pledges to non-FASB to show that the pledge is now considered a “soft” pledge rather than a legally binding pledge.  The 3rd party payment is reflected as a pledge payment, reducing the pledge balance (aka, cancelling a portion of the donor’s pledge to the extent of payment).  

At year-end, Development provides FR&A with a Pledge Income report for all pledges (both FASB and non-FASB).  The pledge balance on the Pledge Income report reflects credits for all payments (donor and 3rd party).  For FR&A purposes, the pledge effectively has been written down for the 3rd party payments and recorded as a current year gift from the payer.  No assumption is made about the source of future payments.  From a procedural standpoint, the 3rd party payment will have no impact on the year-end process.  
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